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Abstract 

Introduction: The problem studied in this paper is the road insecurity, which is mani-
fested by the big number of injuries and deaths recorded annually around the world. 
These victims of road accidents worry the whole community, hence the duty and the 
need to find solutions for reducing the number of victims and material damage. The 
overall purpose of this case study is to treat the problem of corporeal accidents known 
in France.

Case description: The case study presented in this paper is intended to help decision-
makers to find and understand the all significant relationships and correlations that 
exist between the conditions that led to these corporeal accidents. In fact, the two 
French ministries of interior and transport have jointly created a unique database on 
corporeal accidents, called BAAC “Accident Analysis Bulletin Corporal”, with the aim of 
allowing different exploitations of this database by different concerned administra-
tions and research organizations. Our intervention consists to adopt a hybrid approach 
based on data mining techniques combined to the multicriteria decision methods. 
This approach allows to extract the most relevant association rules. The results thus 
obtained can be easily exploited by the decision-makers to choose the appropriate 
policies in the perspective of improving road safety.

Discussion and evaluation: The proposed approach ranks all association rules in 
order of importance for several quality measures of association rules. The alternatives 
at the top of the ranking are the results to retaining for the analysis. The approach is 
applied to the BAAC database of 2016, which led to the selection of three association 
rules. These association rules reveal that there are narrow correlations between the fol-
lowing elements: Driver with Pedestrian, Normal Surface of Road with Normal Atmos-
pheric Condition and the Pavement with Pedestrian. These correlations can be justified 
by excess speed and carelessness of the drivers.

Conclusion: The improvement of the road safety needs mainly to work more inten-
sively on the behavioral side of the road users. For future work, it is planned to apply 
the proposed approach to the French traffic accident database, containing all the data 
on road accidents collected over several years. In addition, other measures will be used 
in the ranking of the association rules.
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Introduction
Data mining “DM”, as a part of the general KDD “Knowledge Discovery in Databases” 
process [1] (see Fig. 2), is an attractive set of methods and techniques that has known 
a big popularity in recent years in various fields such as the fields of finance [2], educa-
tion [3] and healthcare [4]. The remarkable interest in data mining refers to the huge 
volume of the collected data [5], which involves many problems, DM groups all the 
methods, that can analyze the information from a large database in order to find use-
ful and relevant information and all significant correlations existing between the data. 
This relevant information can be used by Decision Makers. Besides, the extraction of 
association rules “AR” was initially introduced by R. Agrawal [6], and which is a popu-
lar technique of DM that is widely used in analysis marketing, catalogue design, and 
other decision-making processes. Extracting AR from a set of data consists to dis-
cover the interesting relationship between variables stored in an important database. 
This technique proceeds in two major steps. The first one consists to the extraction of 
all frequent itemset, and the second step consists to generating the association rules 
by taking into consideration some thresholds like minimum support, noted by “min-
sup”, and the minimum confidence, noted by “minconf”.

In this context, many algorithms have been proposed to generate association rules 
from large data such as the algorithms presented in “Knowledge Discovery in Data-
base Process” section. The difference between these algorithms exists in terms of 
response time and memory space, these methods are distinguishable so naturally by 
their algorithmic complexities [7–10].

DM techniques are used in different research domains and areas and have provided 
useful results to extract the hidden knowledge for the decision makers. For instance, 
we can find in [11–14] several researches and studies on the application of the asso-
ciation rules for various problems, and in particular the problem of safety of the road 
traffic [15–21]. Besides, according to the national observatory of road safety [22–24], 
at least 350,000 people died since 1960 as a result of a road accident in France: in 
1972, there were 18,034 official deaths. And since 1945, the numbers are increasing 
because we speak of at least 500,000 deaths, the equivalent of a major conflict or the 
human losses of France during the second world war.

In 2016 alone, the French national authorities recorded 57,522 personal injuries and 
more than 3477 deaths within 30 days of the accident, in addition to 72,645 injuries, 
of which 27,187 were hospitalized, and not counting non-bodily accidents. Further-
more, road accidents are very costly for the national economy and represent a heavy 
burden on the state budget, in addition to the social problems that they result. Indeed, 
according to the published report by ONISR on accidents occurred on the roads of 
France in 2017 [25], the cost of the corporeal accidents in metropolitan France would 
be 39.7 billion euros (B€) distributed as follows:

• 11.3 B€ in mortality;
• 23.1 B€ for hospitalizations;
• 4.0 B€ n for light victims;
• 1.2 B€ for the material damage of these bodily injuries.
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Material damage costs are also added to the cost of corporeal accidents. In fact, the 
cost of non-bodily injuries corresponding to material damage alone is estimated at 11.1 
B€. The total cost of road insecurity is therefore 50.8 B€, which is the equivalent of 2.2% 
of the GDP “Gross Domestic Product”.

All these statistics show the danger of traffic accidents which remain disturbing for 
everyone, and we are seriously trying to find effective solutions to fight these losses of 
human lives. In this context subscribe our study, which provides support and aid for 
the stakeholders and decision-makers to understand and find fundamental correlations 
between human damage and the various conditions that characterize all the recorded 
accidents.

The principle of this work is to treat the case of road accidents in France by using the 
BAAC database, with the aim of informing decision-makers about the most common 
conditions of accidents. To do this, we propose to extract the association rules. But given 
the large number of association rules generated which makes their exploitation difficult, 
we use the method ELECTRE II [26] to rank these different association rules from the 
best to the worst. The ranking result is obtained by considering different measures of 
association rules. The top rank represents the most relevant and interesting association 
rules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the first section “Related work“ cites 
some studies have been developed to analyze road accidents. “Case description“ section 
gives a description of the case study representing the subject of this paper. “Knowledge 
discovery in database process“ and “Overview of the ELECTRE II method“ sections pro-
vide an overview on the mining of the association rules and an overview on the ELEC-
TRE II method. “The proposed approach“ section describes the proposed methodology 
for extracting association rules and the utility for integration of multi-criteria decision 
analysis approach to obtain the appropriate knowledge process. The results and discus-
sion are presented at last section “Discussion and evaluation“. Finally, we concluded by 
summarizing our work and giving some perspectives.

Related work
With regard to the awareness of the problem of road insecurity around the world, sev-
eral research projects have been developed in the literature to analyze road accidents 
and determine the main causes. In this context, we find the work of Chong et al. [16] 
who deploy a decision tree to analyze the severity of road accidents. They found that 
fatal injuries were caused by many factors, including seatbelt, alcohol, and lighting con-
ditions. In addition, other studies by Kuhnert et al. [17] CART and MARS were used to 
analyze a case–control epidemiological study of injuries resulting from road accidents. 
They also identified potential risk areas, largely caused by the driver’s situation. There is 
also the work of Kumar et al. [13, 27], who deployed a framework to analyze road acci-
dent data. In another work, they have done a comparative analysis of heterogeneity in 
road accidents using data mining techniques. Moreover, Ait-Mlouk et al. [15] proposes 
an approach to association rule mining-based MCDA “Multi Criteria Decision Analysis” 
for analyzing road accident data.

We cannot forget also the interesting work of Sohn et al. [18] who used the three data 
mining techniques of decision trees, neural networks and logistic regression to discover 
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significant factors affecting the severity of Korean road traffic. Another important work 
by Chang L, Wang H [19] analyzed the severity of road accidents by applying non-par-
ametric classification tree techniques. Moreover, Wong and Chang [20] used several 
methodologies to discover factors involved in the severity of accidents and found that a 
dangerous accident was caused by a combination of different factors, for example, these 
factors included the drivers being young, male, or less experienced and their behaviors 
of drinking, wandering on roads around midnight, and overestimating their own driv-
ing capabilities and underestimating the possible dangers hidden in the environment. 
Finally, Anderson [21] studied the pattern of road accidents and used the resulting pat-
tern to create a classification system for road accident hotspots.

This list studies is obviously far from exhaustive, road accidents have become a global 
disaster, and everyone contributes to find the effective solutions to save lives and reduce 
the huge economic losses.

On the other hand, other association rules mining algorithms have been widely used in 
the literature to extract frequent itemsets and build association rules. These algorithms 
are based primarily on minimum support and the minimum confidence. However, these 
algorithms generate several association rules. There is a need to make the most signifi-
cant association rules by taking into account several measures, other than the support 
measure and the confidence measure. In this paper we propose a hybrid approach based 
on the Apriori algorithm and the method MCDA ELECTRE II to analyze the database of 
road accidents in France.

Case description
Motivation

The improvement of the road network, the implementation of measures of prevention 
and repression, the improvement of the behavior of the vehicles’ structures and their 
equipment and the efficiency of the reliefs combine provided the remarkable results on 
road safety in France.

However, the increase in the number of means of transportation inevitably leads to an 
increase in the number of collisions endangering human lives. Research conducted since 
the 1970s has seen tremendous progress, but the current situation remains a matter of 
concern [24, 25].

This case study concerns the analysis of traffic accidents known in France. Its purpose 
is to help decision-makers to find all possible correlations and relationships between 
victims and the various recorded traffic accidents, with the aim of providing useful 
information that can help decision-makers to improve road safety even further. Before 
presenting our proposed model for the extraction of useful information, a description of 
the collected and available data on all corporeal accidents will be provided.

Analysis bulletin of corporal accident

With the aim of making it easy for the concerned administrations and researchers to 
have a global vision of accidents in France and having the ability to contribute to the pro-
cess of road traffic safety improvement, the French Ministry of Interior and the Ministry 
of Transport made a unique database on corporeal accidents called BAAC available to 
all concerned individuals [23, 24].
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The data in this database are collected with the contribution of all the competent 
authorities, in fact, whenever a police station or a gendarmerie brigade is informed of 
the occurrence of a traffic accident causing an injury, it draws up a report describing the 
accident which constitutes the basis of the procedure possibly leading to penal sanctions 
and the compensation of the victims.

In parallel, law enforcement agencies “Police or Gendarmerie” also inform the BAAC, 
which describes:

• The general characteristics of the accident (date, hour, place, atmospheric conditions, 
type of collision);

• Places (type of track, profile, condition, amenities, signage, environment);
• The vehicles (category, loading, condition, point of impact, obstacle struck, maneu-

vers before the accident);
• Users (place, gender, age, socio-professional category, injuries, possible alcohol, driv-

ing license characteristics, nature of the path, use of security systems).

The BAAC data are centralized by the General Directorate of the National Gendar-
merie “DGGN” and the General Directorate of the National Police “DGPN” and trans-
mitted to the Technical Studies Department of Roads and Highways “SETRA” which 
merges this data into a single file “The national file of corporeal accidents”. The data is 
then monitored, validated and disseminated by the National Inter-Ministerial Observa-
tory of Road Safety “ONISR”. Figure 1 describes the BAAC management scheme [23, 24].

Configuration of the BAAC 

The BAAC, which must be filled and completed by the authorities, is divided into four 
parts called banners. Each of these parts contains a category of information that is used 
to describe an accident. The list of banners is as follows:

• The characteristics of the accident;

Fig. 1 BAAC management scheme
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• The place where the accident occurred;
• The vehicles involved in the accident;
• The users involved in this accident.

These four banners are completed by an “identifier: Num_Acc” located at the top of 
the BAAC and designed to uniquely identify the accident (Fig. 1).

All data collected for the BAAC database are described at “The Proposed approach“ 
section.

Knowledge discovery in database process
Data mining is a tool for exploring decision data. It includes a whole family of meth-
ods and techniques that facilitate the exploration and analysis of data contained within a 
Data Warehouse [28] or DataMart decision base or even a Big Data [29]. The DataMart 
is a subset of the Data Warehouse, consisting of tables at the level of detail and at more 
aggregated levels, to render the full spectrum of a particular business activity. The set of 
“DataMarts” of the company constitutes the Data Warehouse.

The Big Data represents the large data sets which exceed the capabilities of traditional 
database management tools. Currently, the Big data is associated with four key concepts: 
volume, variety, velocity and veracity.

These data mining tools are particularly effective in extracting significant information 
and extracting exactly the useful knowledge, from large amounts of data [30].

Steps of the knowledge extraction process

The KDD is a semi-automatic and iterative process consisting of several steps, going 
from the selection and preparation with transformation of data to the interpretation of 
results and passing by the knowledge extraction: data mining step. The different steps of 
this process are presented in Fig. 2.

The data mining phase designates the application, to prepared data, of the methods 
and the techniques that provide a set of information about the data: such as association 
rules and frequent patterns.

Data mining programs

Currently, there are different development platforms and technologies that offer a variety 
of machine learning and data mining techniques. These programs are very efficient and 

Fig. 2 Knowledge discovery process
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able to process a large amount of data. For example, we cite, the most famous tools in Big 
Data applications such as the technology of distributed processing Apache Hadoop [http://
hadoo p.apach e.org/] and as a second example of technology, the cluster computing Apache 
Spark [https ://spark .apach e.org/]. In this work, we opted for the IDE RStudio “Integrate 
Development Environment RStudio” [https ://www.rstud io.com/]. This environment uses 
the R language which integrates several statistics functions and very advanced graphical 
visualization tools.

Definition of an association rule

Agrawal et al. [6] initiated the concept of association rules, for the analysis of large data-
base of transactions in order to detect relationships and correlations among a set of items 
(books, products, etc.).

For the first time, Agrawal et al. [6] introduced association rules to uncover product regu-
larities in transaction data recorded by point-of-sale systems in supermarkets. For example, 
the rule found in supermarket sales data would indicate that if a customer buys “Onions” 
and “Potatoes” together, he will probably buy “Meat”. This rule is noted by: Onions, Pota-
toes → Meat. “Onions” and “Potatoes” represent the premise of the rule and “Meat” repre-
sents the conclusion of the rule.

The search for association rules, from a transactions database, is mainly aimed at con-
structing a model on conditional rules of type: A → B, that means, if we select the choice A 
we will, very probably, choose B. The principle of an association rule is similar to the algo-
rithmic instruction of choice IF… THEN.

An association rule can be formally defined las the following:

• Let I  =  {i1, i2, …, im} a set of items and T  =  {t1, t2, …, tn} a set of transaction, called data 
base of transactions, such as ti a subset of I (ti ⊂ I).

• m is the total number of elements and n is the considered number of transactions.
 For the above supermarket example, each transaction ti of the database T represents the 

market basket relating to a single customer where we find all the products purchased. 
All the products offered for sale, such as the “Onions”, “Potatoes” and “Meat” values, 
represent the set I of the items.

• An association rule is defined as an implication of the form given by the formula (1).
 

– The itemset X is called “premise” or Left-Hand-Side “LHS”
– The second Y is called “conclusion” or Right-Hand-Side “RHS”

In general, a rule is defined only between a sub set of items (X) and a single item (Y) as 
shown in the formula (2).

Extraction of the most relevant association rules

Some measures are very useful to extract the most relevant rules like support, confi-
dence and lift. This list is not exhaustive we can find in the literature, like in this thesis 
[41], more other interest measures for association rules.

(1)X → Y , where X ⊆ I , Y ⊆ T and X ∩ Y = ∅

(2)X → ij , for ij ∈ I

http://hadoop.apache.org/
http://hadoop.apache.org/
https://spark.apache.org/
https://www.rstudio.com/
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The measure of support

The support is an indication of how frequently the itemset appears in the dataset. The 
support of a sub set of items X, called pattern, is precisely the proportion of transac-
tions ti, from the base T, containing X. The support ranges from 0 to 1 and is defined 
by the formula (3). 

The support of a single pattern X measures the frequency of X in the set of transac-
tions T.

For an association rule X → Y, the support measures the frequency of the pattern 
XUY where X and Y appear together.

The measure of confidence

The confidence value of a rule, X → Y, represents the proportion of transactions con-
taining X that also contains Y, ranges from 0 to 1. The confidence is computed by the 
formula (4). 

The measure of lift

The lift of a rule X → Y measures the improvement made by the association rule with 
respect to a set of random transactions, where X and Y are independent. The lift is 
computed by the formula (5). 

The lift ranges within [0, + ∞]. The possible interpretations of the measure are:

• A lift greater than 1 reflects a positive correlation between the premise X and the 
conclusion Y.

• A lift equal to 1 indicates a zero correlation.
• A lower lift of 1 indicates a negative correlation, also called anti-correlation.

For a better correlation, the lift must be much greater than unity.

Apriori algorithm for extract the association rules

In the literature, many algorithms have been proposed to extract frequent pattern 
with the association rules from a transactional database, these algorithms can be clas-
sified into 3 categories:

• Algorithms for extraction the frequent itemset: Apriori [9], AprioriTID [31], FP-
Growth [32], Partition [33], Dic [34], Eclat [35], Apriori-Hybrid [36] and Relim [37].

• Algorithms for mining closed itemset: Close [38], Pascal [39].
• Algorithms for extraction the maximal itemset: MaxMiner [40].

(3)supp(X) =
card({ti ∈ T/X ⊆ ti})

card(T )

(4)conf (X → Y ) =
supp(X ∪ Y )

supp(X)

(5)lift(X → Y ) =
supp(X ∪ Y )

supp(X)× supp(Y )
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For a review of the literature on all these algorithms, we refer readers to the work of 
Pasquier [7]. In this context, a comparative study has been done [8] which consists to 
choose the most appropriate algorithm according to decision maker’s preferences by 
application of the famous MCDA method ELECTRE I, that permit to isolate a subset of 
relevant solution (algorithms of association rules extraction), the result of [8] show that 
we can consider Apriori and FP-Growth as the suitable algorithms for extraction asso-
ciation rules. Indeed, in this work the most important algorithms of association rules 
mining are compared by using multi-criteria approach, in fact the application of this 
approach has confirmed that Apriori and FP-Growth are the best selected algorithms 
according three criteria: time response, memory space and algorithm performance.

The Apriori algorithm have two major steps:

• Step 1: Extraction of frequent itemset based on the anti-monotonicity property: «All 
subsets of a frequent itemset are frequent». In order to find the itemset (pattern) 
with support greater than or equal to the minimum support threshold “minsup” 
(support ≥ minsup). At this step we use the Algorithm 1.

• Step 2: Apriori exploit the frequent itemset found in the previous step 1 to generate 
association rules. At this step we use the Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 1:  Apriori algorithm for extracting frequent patterns
Input : 

T : database of transactions
minsup : threshold for the measurement of support

Output :

kk
L : set of all itemset frequents of the T

Begin
L1 ← {1-itemset frequents} 
For (k=2; φ≠kL ; k++) Do

-- Apriori_Gen is a function that calculates the itemsets of size k from those of size k-1
Ck← Apriori_Gen (Lk-1)
For (all t ∈ T) Do

Ct← Subset(Ck,t) --This function select the itemsets of Ck contained in the transaction t
For (all c∈ Ct ) Do

support(c)← support(c)+1
End For

End For
-- Selection of the itemset verifying the support constraint
Lk← { c∈ Ck /support(c)≥ minsup}

End For
Return kk

L

End
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Algorithm 2: Apriori_Gen 
Input: 

- F: set of the itemsets of size k
Output:
- C: set of the itemsets of size k+1 deducted from the set F
Begin

C← {c=f1Uf2 / (f1, f2)∈ F× F, size(c)=k+1}
For (all c ∈ C) Do

For (all s ⊂ c and size(s)=k ) Do
If s∉F Then

C← C-{c}
End For

End For
Return C

End

Algorithm 3: Algorithm for extracting association rules from a set of frequent patterns
Input: 

- F: set of frequent patterns
- minconf: threshold for confidence measure

Output: 
- R: set of the association rules verifying the constraint of the confidence measure

Begin
R← ∅
For (all itemset FI ∈ F) Do

For (all SI⊂ FI ) Do
If confidence(SI→FI/SI)≥ minconf Then

R← RU {SI→FI/SI} 
End For

End For
Return R

End

In this work, we use the Apriori algorithm to extract the association rules linking the 
conditions recorded during accidents and the victims of these accidents. These associa-
tion rules will allow the responsible to have a very clear vision on the main causes of the 
accidents in France. They will help thereafter to adopt the most appropriate policies to at 
least reduce the number of accidents and the number of victims.

The problem encountered at this level is that the application of the Apriori algorithm, 
as is the case for the other algorithms, leads to a huge number of association rules, which 
does not allow the decision maker to choose unambiguously the most relevant rules. 
Therefore, we propose to use the method ELECTRE II to rank in order of importance all 
the association rules.

Overview of the ELECTRE II method
In this paper, we use the multicriteria aggregation ELECTRE II method [26]. Based on a 
family F of criteria and a set of alternatives A, this method will allow us to rank the set of 
association rules from the best to the worst association rule.
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Motivation of the ELECTRE II method

The choice of the ELECTRE II method is justified for several reasons. Indeed, it is a mul-
ticriteria aggregation procedure belonging to the outranking approach. In addition, it is 
a method that’s not directly compensatory, in the sense, a weak evaluation on a criterion 
can be compensated by a strong evaluation on another criterion. The method ELECTRE 
II proceeds by pairwise comparisons between alternatives. Moreover, the results are not 
definitive to take a decision, but they are analyzed following a step named robustness 
analysis. Also, the ELECTRE II method doesn’t suppose any constraint on the scales of 
measurement of all the criteria and can be used without any problem for many cases 
where the criteria are measured differently on heterogeneous scales of measurement.

Finally, this method has been used successfully to solve several concrete problems of 
multicriteria decision [41, 42].

Basic principle the ELECTRE II method

The method ELECTRE II proceeds in two steps, in the first step, two nested out-
ranking relations S1 and S2 are built, and at the second step, the two relations will be 
exploited to elaborate the final ranking.

In the procedure of building the relations S1 and S2, and in general for any outrank-
ing relation S to be built on the set A, we must make pairwise comparisons of all pairs 
(a,b) of alternatives. We confirm that “the alternative a outrank the alternative b”, 
denoted by a S b, if two conditions are verified:

• a is at least as good as b for the majority of criteria,
• Without being too much worse for the other criteria.

These two conditions are called respectively condition of concordance and condi-
tion of non-discordance for the criteria with the proposition “a S b”.

Building outranking relations

For the construction of the two outranking relations, two thresholds of concordance 
requirement  c1 > c2 are used. These concordance thresholds express the minimum 
required majority of the criteria that are for the affirmation of the outranking rela-
tionship. For example, the threshold equal to 0.5 then imposes a majority of criteria 
that exceeds 50%.

Furthermore, we will also need, for each criterion gj, two other thresholds of dis-
cordance d1j <  d2j. If exist at least one criterion gj, such that the difference gj(a)–gj(b), 
between two alternatives a and b, exceeds the required threshold of discordance, then 
the relation aSb will be refused.

If we take d1j =   d2j =   0, then this means that the effect of discordance will not be 
taken into account under criterion gj.

The construction of relations S1 and S2 is given by the formula (6). 
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With: 

• i ∈ {1,2}
• F is the family of criteria to be considered for ranking problem
• a and b are two alternatives of the set A of the all alternatives considered
• wj represents the weight of importance relative to criterion gj. In case of an equal 

weighting, we take wj =  1
• m is the number of criteria considered (m ≥ 2)
• gj(a) and gj(b) are the respective performances of the alternative a and b on criterion 

gj.

Remarks

• In the formula (6), we assume the case of the maximization of all criteria gj. How-
ever, for the case of the minimization of a criterion gj, it just to replace all the 
evaluations gj(a) by the opposite evaluations: − gj(a), then we apply the same cal-
culations of the case the maximization.

• The first relation S1 is called the strong outranking relation and the second S2 is 
called the weak outranking relation. We prove that: S1 ⊂ S2. Indeed, the thresholds of 
requirement of S1 are tighter than those of S2, and one has: for every pair of alterna-
tives a and b: if aS1b then aS2b. Indeed:

• We suppose that: aS1b, for any two alternatives a and b, then that’s mean by for-
mulas (6): C(a,b) ≥ c1 and ∀gj ∈ F/gj(b) > gj(a) : gj(b)− gj(a) ≤ dj1

• Moreover, we know by hypothesis that: c1 > c2 and d1 < d2
• That implies: C(a,b) ≥ c2 and ∀gj ∈ F/gj(b) > gj(a) : gj(b)− gj(a) ≤ dj2

• Which gives by formulas (6): aS2b
• That finally justifies: S1 ⊂ S2

Exploitation of outranking relations

Once the two strong and weak outranking relations are constructed, two antagonistic 
pre-orders will be established, the first, named V1, is obtained by traversing the graph, 
associated to the strong outranking relation S1, from the top to the bottom. This crossing 
is called descendant exploration. A second pre-order, named V2, is obtained by travers-
ing this time the graph in the opposite direction. This crossing is called the ascendant 
exploration. Before the last step, a median pre-order V is deduced from the two pre-
orders V1 and V2: V = (V1+ V2)/2.

(6)aSib ⇔































Condition of the concordance:

C(a, b) =

�

gj(a)≥gj(b) wj
�

1≤j≤m wj
≥ ci

Condition of the non-discordance:

∀gj ∈ F/gj(b) > gj(a) : gj(b)− gj(a) ≤ dji
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Finally, a final ranking is obtained by separating, by the relation of outranking S2, the 
all equally placed of the median ranking V. For more details you can see [26].

The proposed approach
To have an adequate model to extract knowledge about the most relevant conditions that 
causes the majority of road accident in France, we propose an approach summarized in 
5 steps, the flowchart given in Fig. 3 shows the full process. This proposed approach is 
described by the following steps.

• Step 1: Collection of data

The data used in our study are collected from database BAAC administered by the 
ONISR. This file is made from the fact sheets and contains information describing each 
accident. These fact sheets are elaborated by the competent authorities, such as the 
French National Police and French National Gendarmerie, who intervened directly at 
the scene of the accident.

For a first exploitation and illustration, we propose in this paper, to use the data col-
lected on all the accidents that were occurred during the year 2016, we have 59 432 
recorded accidents. The database is available online at [https ://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/
datas ets/base-de-donne es-accid ents-corpo rels-de-la-circu latio n/]. It is composed with 
the 4 tables in csv format: Characteristics—Places—Vehicles—Users. Our first task is to 
create a database under the ORACLE DBMS “Data Base Management System” for a bet-
ter exploitation of the data of the 4 tables, especially at their joins for the generation of 
transactions database.

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the proposed approach

https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/base-de-donnees-accidents-corporels-de-la-circulation/
https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/base-de-donnees-accidents-corporels-de-la-circulation/
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Table 1 Attributes retained for the description of accidents

Attribute name Possible values: items Description

Attributes retained from the table characteristics

num_Acc Alphanumeric code Accident identification number

Month January, February, …, December Month of the accident

hour_of_the_accident Morning, night Day part of the accident

Light Full day, dawn, night with public 
lighting lights, night without 
public lighting, Night with public 
lighting not lit

lighting conditions in which the 
accident occurred

Urbain In-urban, Extra-urban Location

Intersection Out of intersection, gyratory, 
intersection in T, intersection in X, 
intersection in Y, intersection with 
more than 4 branches, place, level 
crossing

Intersection

atmospheric_condition Normal, light rain, heavy rain, snow–
hail, fog–smoke, strong wind–
storm, dazzling time, overcast

Atmospheric conditions

Type_of_collision Two vehicles—frontal, two 
vehicles—from the rear, two 
vehicles—by the side, three 
vehicles and more—in chain, 
three or more vehicles—multiple 
collisions, other collision, without 
collision

The type of collision

indicator_of_source Metropole, antilles, guyane, reun-
ion, mayotte

Indicator of source

Attributes retained from the table places

num_Acc Alphanumeric code Accident identification number

category_of_the_road Highway, national road, depart-
mental road, communal road, off 
public network, parking lot open 
to public traffic or other road

Category of the road

traffic_regime One-way, bidirectional, separate 
pavements, with tracks assign-
ment variable

Traffic regime

reserved_lane Bike path, cycle bank, reserved lan, 
reserved_lane

Indicates the existence of a reserved 
lane

declivity_of_the_road Dish, slope, peak of coast, down 
of coast

declivity of the road at the place of 
the accident

drawing_in_plan Straight part, curved on the left, 
curved right, in S

Drawing in plan of the road

state_of_surface Normal surface, wet, puddles, 
flooded, snow, mud, icy, oily 
material, other surface state

State of surface

equipment Underground, bridge, exchanger, 
railway, carrefour amenaged, 
pedestrian area, toll area

Equipment and infrastructure

Accident_Situation On the pavement, on emergency 
stop band, on the verge, on the 
sidewalk, On bike path

Accident situation

Attributes retained from the table vehicles

num_Acc Alphanumeric code Identifier of the accident

num_veh Alphanumeric code Identification of the vehicle
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Table 1 (continued)

Attribute name Possible values: items Description

category_of_vehicle Bicycle, Moped < 50 cm3, VL only, 
VL + caravan, VL + trailer, VU 
only 1.5 T, PL only ≤ 7.5 T, PL 
only > 7.5 T, PL > 3.5 T + trailer, 
Tractoronly, Tractor + semi-trailer, 
Specialmachinery, FarmTractor, 
Scooter < 50 cm3, Motorcy-
cle ≤ 125 cm3, Scooter > 50 cm3, 
Motorcycle > 125 cm3, 
Scooter > 125 cm3, Light-
weightQuad ≤ 50 cm3, Heavy-
Quad > 50 cm3, Bus, Coach, Train, 
Tramway, Othervehicle

Category of vehicle

fixed_Obstacl_struck Vehicle parked, tree, metal crash 
barrier, concrete crash barrier, 
other crash barrier, building, verti-
cal sign, pole, urban equipment, 
parapet, ilot, sidewalk border, 
ditch, another obstacle on the 
road, another obstacle on side-
walk, unobstructed causeway exit

Fixed obstacle eventually hit by 
vehicle

mobile_obstacle_struck Pedestrian, vehicle, rail vehicle, 
domestic animal, wild animal, 
other mobile

Mobile obstacle eventually hit by 
vehicle

initial_shock_point Before, front right, left front, rear, 
right back, left rear, right side, left 
side, multiple shocks

Initial shock point

manoeuvre No change of direction, same direc-
tion and same file, between 2 
files, In reverse, reverse direction, 
crossing the median, in the bus 
corridor in the same direction, 
in the bus lane in the opposite 
direction, by inserting, turning 
back on the roadway, changing 
lane left, changing lane right, 
deported left, deported right, 
turning left, turning right, exceed-
ing left, exceeding right, crossing 
the roadway

Parking maneuver, avoidance 
maneuver, opening of door, 
stopped off parking

Principal maneuver before the 
accident

nb_occupants_pub_trans Integer Number of occupants of the vehicle

Attributes retained from the table users

num_Acc Alphanumeric code Identifier of the accident

num_veh Alphanumeric code Identification of the vehicle

place_of_user An Integer between 1 and 9 Allows to locate the place occupied 
in the vehicle by the user at the 
time of the accident

category_of_user Driver, passenger, pedestrian, 
pedestrian in rollerblade or 
scooter

Category of user

Severity_accident_user Unharmed, Killed, Hospitalized 
wounded, Wounded light

Severity of the accident for each user

user_gender M, F Gender of user

age_of_user < 20, [20, 30], [31, 45], [46, 60], > 60 Age of user

reason_displacement Home-work, home-school, 
shopping, professional use, 
promenade, other reason for 
displacement

Reason for displacement the user at 
the time of the accident
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• Step 2: Transformation of the data for construction the set of transactions: T

In the second step, under the ORACLE DBMS, we proceeded to the joining of the 4 
tables to have a global vision on all the accidents. For that, we obtained a descriptive 
file with various information on the characteristics of the accident, accident places, 
information on vehicles crash in an accident and users (drivers and pedestrians). 
Then, we transformed the result thus obtained into a transactions table in csv format, 
which will be used as input for the Apriori algorithm. Each transaction contains all 
the information on the accident concerned, and 38 attributes were selected for the 
description of each accident. All attributes with their possible values and descriptions 
are provided in Table 1. All the 38 retained attributes are divided into 4 main tables:

• Characteristics: This table describes the general circumstances of the accident. 
There are 9 attributes that are retained with 59 432 records.

• Places: This table describes the location where the accident occurred. There are 
also 9 attributes that are retained with 59 432 places described.

• Vehicles: The table describes the vehicles involved in the accident. There are also 8 
attributes that are used for this table and we have 101 924 vehicles recorded.

• Users: This table gives all the information on the users involved in the accidents, a 
user can be a driver or a pedestrian. This table contains 12 attributes with 133 422 
users registered.

Table 1 (continued)

Attribute name Possible values: items Description

security_equipment Belt, helmet, child device, belt used, 
belt unused, belt indefinite use, 
helmet used, helmet unused, 
helmet indefinite use, child 
device used, child device unused, 
child device indefinite use, reflec-
tive equipment used, reflective 
equipment unused, reflective 
equipment indefinite use, other 
security equipment used, other 
security equipment unused, other 
security equipment indefinite use

the existence and use of security 
equipment

location_pedestrian On pavement A + 50 m from the 
pedestrian crossing, on pavement 
A − 50 m from the pedestrian 
crossing, on pedestrian cross-
ing without light signalling, on 
pedestrian crossing with light 
signalling, on the sidewalk, on the 
accoutrement, on refuge or BAU, 
on against aisle

Location of the pedestrian at time 
the accident

pedestrian_action Moving unspecified, moving in the 
direction striking vehicle, moving 
opposite direction of the striking 
vehicle, crossing, hidden, playing-
current, with animal, other pedes-
trian action, on against aisle

Pedestrian action at time the 
accident

accompanying_pedestrian Alone, accompanied, in a group This variable indicates if the injured 
pedestrian was alone or not
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The possible values taken by each attribute will represent the items for the set I. 
There are 220 of items in total.

• Step 3: Application of Apriori algorithm for exaction of all association rules

In this step, we use the Apriori algorithm implemented under the IDE RStudio for 
the extraction of all possible association rules from the transactions table. We have 
retained of course only the association rules respecting the thresholds of confidence 
and support. For our case, we did the experiment with several thresholds (50%, 60%, 
70%, 90% and 100%) (see Table 2).

According to Table 2, the choice of thresholds minconf = 0.9 and minsup = 0.7 leads 
to the extraction of a minimum of association rules, a total of 5 association rules, 
which seems a more logical choice of the thresholds. But these 5 rules are extracted 
only at the base of the two measures support and confidence. In this first experiment, 
the thresholds minconf = 0.8 and minsup = 0.6 are chosen. Indeed, these choices 

Table 2 Experimentation of several thresholds of confidence and support

Confidence threshold Support threshold Number of rules extracted Execution time 
(in seconds)

0.5 0.5  324 0.54

0.5 0.6  66 0.51

0.5 0.7  10 0.45

0.5 0.8  0 0.36

0.5 0.9 0 0.32

0.6 0.5 321 0.5

0.6 0.6  66 0.57

0.6 0.7  10 0.45

0.6 0.8  0 0.37

0.6 0.9  0 0.33

0.7 0.5  290 0.56

0.7 0.6  63 0.49

0.7 0.7  10 0.43

0.7 0.8  0 0.35

0.7 0.9  0 0.36

0.8 0.5  185 0.69

0.8 0.6  46 0.51

0.8 0.7  9 0.51

0.8 0.8 0 0.37

0.8 0.9  0 0.28

0.9 0.5  77 0.5

0.9 0.6 20 0.49

0.9 0.7  5 0.44

0.9 0.8  0 0.39

0.9 0.9  0 0.31

1 0.5  0 0.53

1 0.6  0 0.5

1 0.7  0 0.49

1 0.8  0 0.36

1 0.9  0 0.31
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allow the Aprirori algorithm to extract an average of 46 association rules. The ELEC-
TRE III method will be used to choose the best rules among this set of 46 association 
rules, which seems richer than selection in a set of 5 association rules. This choice 
must in no way alter the final result, because the 5 association rules, extracted for 
the choices minconf = 0.9 and minsup = 0.7, are implicitly included in the set of asso-
ciation rules extracted for the choices minconf = 0.8 and minsup = 0.6. What makes 
these 5 rules will also be examined by the ELECTRE III method with the rest of the 
other association rules in order to find the best association rules.

• Step 4: Application of ELECTRE II for the selection of the most relevant associa-
tion rules

For decision making, the two measures of confidence and support are not sufficient 
to extract the most significant association rules from the set of transactions. Indeed, 
it is also necessary to consider the measure of independence for each association rule. 
A third criterion was added which expresses this independence,  it is the lift quality 
measure, previously introduced at the formula (5).

Based on the three criteria thus retained (confidence, support and lift), the method 
MCDA ELECTRE II is chosen to rank, in order of importance, the association rules result 
of step 3.

The assumptions of the ELECTRE II method are:

• A consistent F family of criteria, which are in our application: F = {g1:support, g2: confi-
dence, g3:lift}

• A set of alternatives, which are A = Set of association rules obtained by the Apriori algo-
rithm.

• The concordance thresholds c1 >  c2 >  0.5
• The discordance thresholds for each criterion gj: 0 < d1j <  d2j.
• The weight wj of each criterion gj, for: 1 ≤ j ≤ 3.
• Step 5: Recommendation of the final solution

At the last step, according to the classification of the association rules obtained by the 
ELECTRE II method, we recommend to the decision-maker the most relevant associations 
in order to define, for example, the security measures to be considered in the short-term, 
median-term or in the long-term.

In practice, for a better recommendation with a great satisfaction of the decision-maker, 
a robustness analysis of the results is always desirable. This analysis consists to check the 
stability of the results, by varying substantially the parameters of the method such as the 
concordance and discordance thresholds.

Discussion and evaluation
In this section, we present the result of the construction of the transactions table, then 
we show the extraction result of the association rules obtained by the Apriori algorithm, 
and we give the ranking of association rules by application of the ELECTRE II method. 
Finally, a robustness analysis and discussions of the results will be provided. As algorithm 
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of extraction of the association rules we opted for the algorithm Apriori of the IDE RStudio. 
Our entire experimental environment is given in Table 3.

We experiment our proposed approach using road accident database of France.

Building the transactions table T

The transactions table is obtained by merging the four tables characteristics, places, 
vehicles and users, with an SQL join. The SQL integral code used to create the table of 
transactions T is attached to this paper (Additional file 1).

The table of transactions T is shown in Fig. 4. After joining the 4 tables, we get exactly 
133,422 transactions, and each transaction is described in maximum by 220 items. Due 
to the size of the table of transactions, we present only an excerpt of this table. A copy of 
this table is attached to this paper (Additional file  2).

Application of the Apriori algorithm

In the second step, we apply the Apriori algorithm to generate all association rules. A 
first selection was made to retain only the important association rules, setting a confi-
dence threshold at 80% and a support threshold at 60%. Finally, Table 4 gives the 46 rules 
resulting of this step.

Remarks:

• In this work, it’s a first application of our proposed approach, we intend to apply it to 
a database on the road circulation spread over several years. In this case the data will 
have a very varied distribution. This will lead to measures of lift for a better distribu-
tion.

• In general, the circular and partially symmetrical rules, do not present any incon-
venience in the operation of extraction of knowledge, in fact, this type of rules shows 
that there is a mutual correlation between the premises and the conclusions of these 
rules, that leads to a richer relation like the equivalence relation.

Table 3 The table of experiment environment

Software Node environment

The database management system Database Oracle XE
IDE RStudio
MCDA- Ulaval version 0.6.1

ProBook i5-6200U
Single station PC

Fig. 4 Table of transactions T 
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Table 4 The extracted association rules

Premise (LHS) Conclusion (RHS) Support Confidence Lift

R1 {Mobile_obstacle_struck = Vehicle} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.62 1.00 1.09

R2 {Category_of_vehicle = VLonly} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.60 0.91 0.99

R3 {Light = Fullday} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.63 0.91 1.00

R4 {Intersection = Out of intersection} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.64 0.91 1.00

R5 {User_gender = M} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.65 0.93 1.02

R6 {Category_of_user = Driver} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.74 1.00 1.09

R7 {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{Category_of_user = Driver} 0.74 0.81 1.09

R8 {declivity_of_the_road = Dish} {Drawing_in_plan = Straight part} 0.62 0.84 1.11

R9 {Drawing_in_plan = Straight part} {declivity_of_the_road = Dish} 0.62 0.82 1.11

R10 {declivity_of_the_road = Dish} {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.60 0.81 1.01

R11 {declivity_of_the_road = Dish} {Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.65 0.87 1.02

R12 {declivity_of_the_road = Dish} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.67 0.91 0.99

R13 {State_of_surface = Normal surface} {Drawing_in_plan = Straight part} 0.61 0.80 1.06

R14 {State_of_surface = Normal surface} {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.72 0.95 1.18

R15 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

{State_of_surface = Normal surface} 0.72 0.89 1.18

R16 {State_of_surface = Normal surface} {Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.65 0.87 1.02

R17 {State_of_surface = Normal surface} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.69 0.91 1.00

R18 {Drawing_in_plan = Straight part} {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.62 0.82 1.01

R19 {Drawing_in_plan = Straight part} {Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.67 0.88 1.04

R20 {Drawing_in_plan = Straight part} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.69 0.91 0.99

R21 {indicator_of_origin = Metropole} {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.62 0.80 1.00

R22 {indicator_of_origin = Metropole} {Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.65 0.84 0.99

R23 {indicator_of_origin = Metropole} {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.71 0.92 1.00

R24 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

{Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.69 0.85 1.00

R25 {Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

{Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.69 0.81 1.00

R26 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.74 0.91 1.00

R27 {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.74 0.81 1.00

R28 {Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.78 0.91 1.00

R29 {Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.78 0.85 1.00
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Application of the ELECTRE II method

In the proposed approach, we have chosen the method ELECTRE II to rank the 46 asso-
ciation rules obtained by application of the Apriori algorithm. The ELECTRE II method 
starts from the construction of the decision matrix, which contains all the considered 

Table 4 (continued)

Premise (LHS) Conclusion (RHS) Support Confidence Lift

R30 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;Category_of_user = Driver}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.60 1.00 1.09

R31 {Category_of_
user = Driver;Pedestrian_
action = Moving unspecified}

{Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.60 0.81 1.01

R32 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{Category_of_user = Driver} 0.60 0.82 1.10

R33 {Accident_Situation = On the 
pavement;Category_of_
user = Driver}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.64 1.00 1.09

R34 {Category_of_
user = Driver;Pedestrian_
action = Moving unspecified}

{Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.64 0.86 1.01

R35 {Accident_Situation = On 
the pavement;Pedestrian_
action = Moving unspecified}

{Category_of_user = Driver} 0.64 0.82 1.10

R36 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;State_of_surface = Normal 
surface}

{Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.62 0.87 1.02

R37 {State_of_surface = Normal 
surface;Accident_Situation = On 
the pavement}

{Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.62 0.95 1.18

R38 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;Accident_Situation = On the 
pavement}

{State_of_surface = Normal surface} 0.62 0.90 1.20

R39 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;State_of_surface = Normal 
surface}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.65 0.91 1.00

R40 {State_of_surface = Normal 
surface;Pedestrian_action = Mov-
ing unspecified}

{Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.65 0.95 1.18

R41 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{State_of_surface = Normal surface} 0.65 0.89 1.18

R42 {Drawing_in_plan = Straight 
part;Accident_Situation = On the 
pavement}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.61 0.91 0.99

R43 {Drawing_in_plan = Straight 
part;Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.61 0.88 1.04

R44 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;Accident_Situation = On the 
pavement}

{Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

0.63 0.92 1.00

R45 {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM;Pedestrian_action = Moving 
unspecified}

{Accident_Situation = On the pave-
ment}

0.63 0.85 1.00

R46 {Accident_Situation = On 
the pavement;Pedestrian_
action = Moving unspecified}

{Atmospheric_condition = Normal 
ATM}

0.63 0.81 1.00
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criteria (support, confidence, lift) with their evaluations. An extract from the decision 
matrix is shown in Table 5. The first step of ELECTRE II consists to calculate the matrix 
of the concordance indices C(Ri, Rk) for all pairs (Ri,Rk) of association rules (Additional 
file 3). An extract from this matrix is given at Table 6.

The remain preferences of the three criteria are given in Table 4.
In this work, we consider the three criteria at the same level of importance. For this, 

we choose for each criterion a weight equal to 1.
The second step for the ELECTRE II is now to construct the outranking relations 

S1 et S2. For concordance and discordance thresholds, we set c1 =  0.8, c2 =  0.6 and 
c0 =  0.7 (average of the concordance c1 and c2), d2 = 80% of extent for each criterion 
and d1 = 60% of extent for each criterion gj (extent(gj) = Max(gj(a))–Min(gj(a))) (see 
Table 7).

Once all the thresholds are known, the ELECTRE II method proceeds to the con-
struction of outranking S1 and S2 from which we deduce the three rankings: the 
ascending pre-order, the pre-order descending and the median pre-order, Fig.  5. 
Finally, the median ranking V of the target association rules is obtained by taking the 
average of the descendant V1 and ascendant V2 rankings (see Table 8).

Note that all calculations and verifications are done by the tool of the Multi-Crite-
ria Decision Aid MCDA-Ulaval [http://cersv r1.fsa.ulava l.ca].

Robustness analysis

In MCDA, the robustness analysis is always recommended. This robustness analy-
sis consists to find and validate the most stable and robust solutions. It is obtained 
by appropriate variations of certain parameters of the method, such as the concord-
ance and discordance thresholds. In this study, the rate of stability in the evaluation 
of choices was examined by modifying the c1, c0, c2, dj1 and dj2 parameters for the 
ELECTRE II method. All the results of the robustness analysis are given in Table 9. 
This table shows that the alternatives R6, R14 and R28 occupy the top of the majority 
of the rankings calculated for the different choices of the concordance and discord-
ance thresholds.

Table 5 Matrix 46 × 3 of the decision

MAX: means the criterion must be maximized

Alternatives Criteria

Criterion1: support Criterion2: confidence Criterion3: lift

MAX MAX MAX

w1 = 1 w2 = 1 w3 = 1

R1 0.62 1.00 1.09

R2 0.60 0.91 0.99

R3 0.63 0.91 1.00

R4 0.64 0.91 1.00

… … … …

R46 0.63 0.81 1.00

http://cersvr1.fsa.ulaval.ca
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Discussion

In this first exploitation of the BAAC database and after the robustness analysis, sum-
marized in Table  9, we conclude that the three association rules: R6, R14 and R28 
occupy the first ranks of all rankings calculated by ELECTRE II. In addition, these 
rules R6 (support = 0.74, confidence = 1, lift = 1.09), R14 (support = 0.72, confi-
dence = 0.75, lift = 1.18) and R28 (support = 0.78, confidence = 0.91, lift = 1) have a 
significant lift, the lift is greater than 1, which shows that a positive correlation exists 
between the premises and the conclusions of these of association rules. These three 
rules deserve a special interest and will therefore be retained for further analysis. 
These association rules are as follows:

Table 7 The discordance thresholds for d2 = 80% and d1 = 60%

Criterion 1: support Criterion 2: confidence Criterion 3: support
Extent = 0.18 Extent = 0.20 Extent = 0.21

d1 60% × 0.18 = 0.108 60% × 0.20 = 0.12 60% × 0.21 = 0.126

d2 80% × 0.18 = 0.144 80% × 0.20 = 0.16 80% × 0.21 = 0.168

Fig. 5 a Descendant ranking, b ascendant ranking, c median ranking
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– R6: {Category_of_user = Driver} → {Pedestrian action = Moving unspecified}
– R14: {State_of_surface = Normal surface} → {Atmospheric_condition = Normal 

ATM}
– R28: {Accident_Situation = On the pavement} → {Pedestrian_action = Moving 

unspecified}

As a first ascertainment, these association rules reveal that there are narrow correla-
tions between the following items: “Driver” with “Pedestrian”, “Normal Surface of the 
road” with “Normal Atmospheric Condition” and the “On the pavement with “Moving 
unspecified of the pedestrian”. Moreover, these same items appear for the majority of 
the 49 rules of the Table 4, which prove, in addition to the correlations, that they are 
very frequent in the database of accidents: (1) “Pedestrian_action = Moving unspecified” 
appears in 30 rules, (2) “Atmospheric_condition = Normal ATM” appears in 21 rules, 
(3) “State_of_surface = Normal surface” appears in 11 rules and (4) “Accident_Situa-
tion = On the pavement” appears in 19 rules.

These correlations show that the majority of road accident victims are unfortunately 
pedestrians. Worse still, most of these pedestrians were hit by vehicles on the pave-
ment. In addition, the majority of French drivers cause more accidents in normal roads 
and normal weather conditions; this can be justified by the excess speed in these best 
atmospheric and road conditions, more by the increase in driver travel, especially for 
leisure travel. Moreover, hitting a pedestrian on the pavement can only be justified by 
the imprudence and the carelessness of the drivers. This imprudence is at the origin 
of several reasons: the very young age of some drivers, the abuse of alcohol and drugs, 
using the phone while driving, etc. There is a third reason related to the quality of road 

Table 8 ELECTRE II method, descendant, ascendant, median and final ranking

Rank Descendant ranking:  V1 Ascendant ranking:  V2 Median ranking: V

1 R6 R6 R6

2 R14 R14 R14

3 [R7, R15, R23, R28, R33, R38, R40] R28 R28

4 [R1, R5, R19, R26, R29, R37, R41] [R15, R23, R26, R40] [R15, R23, R40]

5 R30 [R5, R17, R19, R33, R41] [R26, R33]

6 [R8, R11, R16, R17, R27, R35, R43, R44] R39 [R5, R19, R41]

7 [R9, R20, R24, R34, R36, R39] [R4, R7, R11, R16, R29, R37, R38, R44] [R7, R38]

8 [R4, R12, R13, R18, R25, R32] [R1, R3, R8, R20, R24, R27, R34] [R17, R29, R37]

9 R3 [R9, R12, R25, R35, R36, R45] R1

10 R45 [R18, R30, R32, R42, R43, R46] [R11, R16, R39, R44]

11 [R10, R22, R31, R42, R46] [R2, R10, R13, R21, R22, R31] [R8, R27]

12 R21 [R4, R20, R24, R30, R34, R35]

13 R2 [R9, R36, R43]

14 [R3, R12, R25]

15 [R18, R32]

16 [R13, R45]

17 [R42, R46]

18 [R10, R22, R31]

19 R21

20 R2
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infrastructure, but as a developed country, such as France, this problem is not posed 
with great intensity given the good quality of the state of the road infrastructure.

These results are very promising and fruitful. However, they need to be further ana-
lyzed, with the help of road traffic experts, in order to make the decisions and appropri-
ate measures to improve road safety.

Concerning the performance of the proposed approach, we opted for the Apriori algo-
rithm, implemented in the IDE RStudio, as stated earlier, which is considered as one of 
the most efficient algorithms [8]. Furthermore, in numerical experiments, only a few 
seconds of the order of the 0.42  s, in average, are necessary to extract all association 
rules from the database of 133,422 transactions (see Table  2). However, when we dis-
pose a very large number of transactions, for example more than one million transac-
tions, the FP-Growth algorithm with the cluster computing Apache Spark can be used. 
In addition, the question of the performance with the method ELECTRE II does not 
arise, because the method is used to rank only 46 association rules called the indiffer-
ence threshold, can be considered without influence for the comparison of two associa-
tion rules. In addition, to confirm that an association rule has a positive correlation, only 
if its lift is strictly exceeding the unity of a given preference threshold

In the ELECTRE methods, the indifference relation is considered, for example for a 
given criterion, such as lift measurement, a difference which is equal to 0.01, called the 
indifference threshold, can be considered without influence for the comparison of two 
association rules. In addition, to confirm that an association rule has a positive correla-
tion, only if its lift is strictly exceeding the unity of a given preference threshold. How-
ever, the version II of the ELECTRE methods, used in this work, does not take into 
account this threshold of indifference and the preference threshold. In future work, it 
will be planned to use the version III of the ELECTRE methods more complete than 
the version II and which deploys three relations: indifference, weak preference and strict 
preference [43].

Conclusion
The data mining algorithms provide an important solution for extracting association 
rules. Nevertheless, these algorithms generate a big number of rules, which make a diffi-
culty for the decision makers to express their own choice of the most interesting associa-
tion rules. To solve this problem, the idea of multi-criteria decision analysis integration 
approach can be very useful for the decision makers who are suffering from many 
extracted associations rules.

This article examines and discusses the problem of road safety in France, which 
remains disturbing given the considerable number of victims recorded annually. Our 
contribution to this problem was to help the decision makers extract relevant knowledge 
in the form of association rules. Furthermore, the integration of multi-criteria decision 
analysis solved the problem of the big number of extracted association rules by selecting 
only the most interesting. At this stage, the proposed approach has adopted the ELEC-
TRE II method.

The obtained results in this paper, show that our proposed approach easily leads to rel-
evant associations rules, which can help decision-makers to analyze the significant rela-
tionships existing between accident characteristics in BAAC database. These analyzes 
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will be useful for adopting appropriate strategies and policies to improve road safety in 
France.

The first conclusions of the results show that the excess speed and carelessness of the 
drivers is the main cause of the accidents. In addition, the pedestrians were the first vul-
nerable victims of these accidents.

Reducing the number of serious injuries therefore requires policies that focus on the 
protection of vulnerable users, such as pedestrians. In general, the improvement of the 
road safety needs mainly to work more intensively on the behavioral side of the road 
users (drivers and pedestrians): the education, the prevention and the repression. More-
over, the self-driving and connected vehicles, communicating with one another (V2V 
technology) and with the road infrastructure (V2I technology), are a subject of exten-
sive research nowadays and are expected to revolutionize the automotive industry in the 
near future and can contribute significantly to the improvement of road safety. Indeed, 
the sensory equipment instilled in new connected vehicles will become one of the key 
features of accident prevention, in addition, drivers will receive the latest reports on 
potentially dangerous road and weather conditions, upcoming collisions or diversions 
in their direct vicinity and any other need-to-know information will be sent straight to 
their dashboard.

The principal perspective related to the selection of association rules based on the data 
collected during only 1 year, is still insufficient to establish solid road safety analysis and 
policies. So, it is planned to use a large database on road accidents, that is spread over 
many years.

The next steps for this present work will be devoted to the application of the proposed 
approach to the Moroccan case, which turns out to be a more serious problem than the 
case of France.

The proposed approach will be improved by taking into account other measures of the 
quality of association rules. Moreover, the BAAC database should be enriched by other 
relevant information that can help to make more complete analyzes, such as information 
on the results of alcohol and drug testing. These improvements can contribute to find-
ing immediate and more obvious association rules for a direct exploitation by the road 
safety investigators.

Conclusively, in future work, the approach proposed will be expanded and applied in 
the context of big data using the cluster computing Apache Spark with FP-Growth paral-
lel algorithm, to build a predictive model for road safety.
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